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Icebreaker



Icebreaker

 Answer questions

Time allotted: 15 minutes





Purpose and agenda

 Icebreaker
 Purpose of meeting
 Ground rules
 Parking lot
 Running effective meetings
 Activity
 Debrief



Purpose – to discuss and 
practice

 The importance of the meeting agenda.

 Tips for running effective meetings.

 Strategies for dealing with different personality 
types.

 Having fun!



Ground rules and parking lot
Examples…
 Turn off cell phones
 Respect diversity of opinions
 Start and end on time
 Other….

The Parking lot is for items that are important to an 
individual, but may not be on the agenda.  They can 
be addressed at a later date.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Setting good ground rules is an effective strategy to set the tone of the meeting.  It is important to have the group suggest groundrules that they can all agree to adhere to. These guidelines, such as participate, get focus, maintain momentum, and reach closure should be used at each meeting and communicated to new participants when they join the group. Ground rules can also help the group deal with difficult participants. PDs can use the ground rules to guide the discussion back toward resolution of the agenda items. 



Types of meetings

 Meetings can serve various purposes over the 
course of a project.

 Our focus today is on Core Management Team 
meetings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(e.g., staff meetings; planning meetings; problem-solving meetings; task force, partner, or coalition meetings) ….



Developing the agenda…
 Decide the meeting objectives.
 Be realistic on time needed.
 Be clear on who needs to attend.
 Send relevant materials before the meeting.
 Vary agenda items.
 Fill out the meeting agenda template.



Tips for effective meetings…

 Decide on roles during meetings

 Meeting Chair

 Note taker

 Timekeeper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The meeting chair is:Impartial – ensure that all participants have a chance to express their point of view; easier said than done sometimes, but it is important for the facilitator to leave his or her opinions at home.  If it is a part of the meeting that it is important for the facilitator to participate in, he/she can ask for someone else to step into the role.Assertive	Saying things like “I think we should hear from xx on this” to make sure everyone has their say, but doesn’t dominateHelps keep the meeting on track	If you have allotted times to the agenda items and communicated them upfront this should help; sometimes you might need to call for a decision and then move on to the next item.Summarizes key points throughout the meeting	Summarizing Summarizing can be used to end a topic, to end a discussion, to limit the need for discussion and at the end of a meeting to ensure that everyone has a clear overview of what took place or what action is now required. It is an invaluable skill for a chairman. Summarizing requires active listening. You have to state concisely what was said in an impartial way and end with a clear statement about what is expected to happen next. It takes practice to summarize well, but it is a skill well worth developing.Note  taker can use the meeting agenda template (which we will discuss in a bit)Timekeeper can help keep the meeting on track



Tips for effective meetings…
 Start and end meetings on time. 

 Have an open agenda on the chalkboard or flip chart 
(after planning one out). 

 If an item is not on the open agenda, reschedule it 
for discussion at a later time. 

 Give each item on the agenda a time limit. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tips for an Effective Meeting 1. Start and end meetings on time. 2. Have an open agenda on the chalkboard or flip chart. 3. If an item isn’t on the open agenda, reschedule it for discussion at a later time. 4. Give each item on the agenda a time limit. 5. Decide if an item can be discussed today or needs further action before a decision can be made. (Any delayed item should be the first item on the next open agenda.) 6. Write items that come up but are outside of your agenda on a “parking lot” (a flip chart paper). 7. Summarize and record action items before adjourning the meeting. Identify who is responsible for which action. Follow up on them at your next meeting. Excerpted from Susan Cullen’s “Top 7 Steps on How to Conduct Effective Meetings,” http://top7business.com/?id=876 



Tips for effective meetings…
 Write items that come up but are outside of your agenda 

on a “parking lot” (a flip chart paper). 
 Summarize and record action items before adjourning the 

meeting. Identify who is responsible for which action. 
Follow up on them at your next meeting. Begin with an 
activity to keep the participants active and engaged. 

 Address important tasks early in the meeting. 
 End the meeting with a summary of next steps. 

Excerpted from Susan Cullen’s “Top 7 Steps on How to Conduct Effective Meetings,” http://top7business.com/?id=876 
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Presentation Notes
Poll everyone for contributions in advance You don't want people bringing up new and possibly irrelevant or unaddressable items right at the start of the meeting. When you poll attendees for agenda items before you distribute your draft agenda, you find out where the energy is, and it's a big win to pick up important items you hadn't thought of. Move to the "Not-Agenda" any items you don't want to address or can't address. Rick Brenner Effective meeting checklist:Identify the purpose, or expected outcome, of the meeting.Make sure the right people will be there.Develop the agenda.Prepare necessary materials.Double check the room set up.Lead the meeting as a facilitatorAgree on ground rulesPractice facilitation skillsUse consensus-building decision making techniquesBe prepared to handle conflict as it surfacesClarify "next steps" and assignmentsReflect on effectiveness of the meeting (evaluationEffective Meeting Facilitation: The Sine Qua Non of Planning�by Miranda Duncan[NOTE: Miranda Duncan's following article is the longest in our Toolkit. It is so rich with useful information, however, that I could not bear to shorten it! Instead, I have moved her excellent list of sample TOOLS, FORMS AND CHECKLISTS to a separate chapter directly following this one. -- Morrie Warshawski, Editor]Meeting Wizard:  after the meeting: After The Meeting 1. Write up and distribute minutes within 3 or 4 days. Quick action reinforces importance of meeting and reduces errors of memory. 2. Discuss any problems during the meeting with other officers; come up with ways improvements can be made. 3. Follow-up on delegation decisions. See that all members understand and carry-out their responsibilities. 4. Give recognition and appreciation to excellent and timely progress. 5. Put unfinished business on the agenda for the next meeting. 6. Conduct a periodic evaluation of the meetings. Note any areas that can be analyzed and improved for more productive meetings. See a sample meeting evaluation. And remember, effective meetings will keep them coming back!



Who should attend
 Inviting the appropriate attendees to the meeting is 

as important as having a well-crafted agenda. 

 In order to ensure good attendance and active 
participation, meetings should be mutually beneficial.

 What is in it for me??
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Dealing with challenging people

 Get to know them.
 Identify the needs they are trying to fulfill.
 Decide who are the “heroes” and “villains” in your 

meetings.
 Develop strategies to work with them.

 Excerpted from: Cote, D. (n.d.). How to deal with difficult people. PTO Today. 
 Heroes and villains is from Effective Meetings.com
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Dealing with challenging people

 CMT needs to discuss and agree on how 
decisions will be made:

 Autocratic – one person
 Collaborative – one person with communal input
 Democratic – majority rules
 Consensus – collective agreement

 Ground rules can be helpful.
 Foster team development. 
 Reach consensus.
 Excerpted from  Gage County Coalition: Task Force Committee Convening Powerpoint

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Five Steps to Managing Conflict • Analyze the conflict • Determine management strategy • Pre-negotiation • Negotiation • Post-negotiation Excerpted from “Managing Conflict: A Guide for Watershed Partnerships,” Know Your Watershed, http://www2. ctic.purdue.edu/KYW/



Reaching consensus…

 Present and define the issue.
 Listen to the group’s responses.
 Generate options and post them.
 Identify positive and negatives of each.
 Agree on a solution.
 Test for consensus.

 Excerpted from  Gage County Coalition: Task Force Committee Convening Powerpoint
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Five Steps to Managing Conflict • Analyze the conflict • Determine management strategy • Pre-negotiation • Negotiation • Post-negotiation Excerpted from “Managing Conflict: A Guide for Watershed Partnerships,” Know Your Watershed, http://www2. ctic.purdue.edu/KYW/



Effective meeting checklist…

 Plan the meeting. 

 Conduct the meeting.

 Follow-up after the meeting
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Activity: Scenario

 Meeting agenda template
 Personality types
 Project management guide
 Utopia CMT Scenario – work in groups

Time allotted – 20 minutes



Activity: scenario report out

 Share highlights of table discussion and 
strategies to address personality types.

 Were there any “a-ha” moments?

Time allotted – 15 minutes



Evaluation

 Don’t forget to fill out the evaluation form.

 Did we cover what you wanted to learn?

Time allotted – 5 minutes



PD Consortia Materials and Project Director’s 
Management Guide are posted on website.  

www.promoteprevent.org

http://www.promoteprevent.org/�
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